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This article considers four different ways in which gender relations figured in tax matters and their connection to citizenship between 1914 and the mid-1950s. Topics covered include interventions in tax debates, tax evasion in working-class work, taxation and women’s voting rights, and women’s response to the introduction of mass income tax in 1942. The general conclusion that follows from these narratives is that gender norms and the diverse organization of families were implicated in the relations of extraction (i.e., the complex web of connections between taxation practices and the various rights and obligations of citizenship).

TO DO THINGS SUCCESSFULLY AS A GROUP, people must contribute from their own resources part of what is needed for the group’s common projects. Making those contributions is a core part of being a citizen, as important to citizenship as is the right to share in the benefits of common projects or the right to be treated equally by the group and by the state that, more or less, carries out the group’s will. As women fought for citizen rights in the modern West, one point at issue was what counted as the sort of contribution that warranted the status of citizen. Was bearing arms the essential contribution of a citizen, or should bearing and rearing children count as women’s contribution to the state? Did the taxes that widows or spinsters paid earn them a voice in public spending, or should even those women be excluded

1 Adrian Oldfield, “Citizenship and Community: Civic Republicanism and the Modern World,” in The Citizenship Debates, ed. Gershon Shafir (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), 75-89. The research for this essay was funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. For various kinds of timely and useful assistance, I would like to thank Stacy Barker, Janet Guildford, Greg Marquis, Suzanne Morton, and Shannon Risk.

from choosing their representatives in public life? As the women’s suffrage movement began to score its major victories in the early 20th century, there was a loosening of the 19th century’s tight connections between citizen rights and gendered perceptions of citizen contribution. But those connections had been complex and dense. Their remaking in the 20th century entailed many changes, not just the enacting of one statute in the national legislature. Women’s political disabilities had been premised on the limits of their scope as economic actors and on the norms of family relationships, which in turn shaped the contributions they could reasonably be expected to make. Remaking political citizenship thus meant reorganizing the expectations of women’s contributions to family, to economic life, and to the state. An important, and too little understood, place where these expectations and therefore citizenship was remade was in the tax regime – the “relations of extraction” as Martin Daunton has called this set of policies, practices, and politics.

This article considers several aspects of these relations of extraction in the Maritimes between 1910 and 1955. During this period, many Canadian women began to explore and make use of their new civil rights as voters. They found themselves in a polity that was remaking its mechanisms of contribution and reconsidering the role of taxpaying in the franchise. In this same period, there was also underway significant change in the history of Confederation as a system of resource sharing, with the federal government asking Canadians for more tax dollars and the Maritime region fighting hard to extract from the national community more money to support its expanding social services and economic infrastructure. In what follows, I explore the relationships among these three currents in early 20th century politics and society: 1) changes in womanhood as a citizenship category; 2) the impact of changes in federal tax policy and practices; and, to a lesser degree, 3) the campaign for Maritime Rights within Confederation. There is evidence in the tax history of this period that the continuing influence on tax law of separate spheres ideology was holding Maritime women back from full citizenship. But in this reconnaissance of tax history I will also show that women in the Maritimes participated exactly as did other Canadian women in many of the tax policy controversies of this period. During this period, I will also suggest, the means by which women could be heard opened up, as the politician-dominated discussion of the region’s taxable capacity and its rights in Confederation was jostled aside by experts in economics and by the democratic exigencies of war finance. By engaging in the nation-wide debates about the obligations of citizenship, Maritime women helped to advance the project of defining women socially, economically, and politically as rights-bearing individuals, equal with men as democratic citizens.

I have framed my exploration around four aspects of the tax history of this period:


the debate about new taxes after the First World War, some types of tax evasion in the interwar years, the changing relation of taxpaying and the civic franchise throughout the period, and the gendered reaction to the mass-based federal income tax that was introduced in 1942. Each of these aspects of taxation affected very immediately housewives of all classes, and women of all marital statuses in small businesses and in the families of wage earners, farmers, fishers, and the salaried middle-class. In each of these categories, an analysis that considers the intersection of taxation with the gendered relations of work and family suggests that tax policy has been both made and experienced in gendered, and sometimes regionally specific, ways.

Although I have attempted to make the survey presented here widely inclusive, it is nevertheless only a limited sample of possibly relevant tax topics. I have left aside taxation of natural resources, corporate income, and taxation forms such as gasoline taxes. These seemed either to repeat themes I cover already in other ways, or to open up further, unmanageably large areas of discussion. There are also limits in geographic scope. While I touch on some rural history topics, the emphasis is primarily urban. And in my treatment of municipal taxation I focus on Saint John, whose tax history I have discussed in more detail elsewhere. Finally, I have emphasized the common constraints that Confederation set upon governments everywhere in the Maritime provinces, and to keep this essay to a manageable length have only hinted at the region’s diversity. Even with its many limits, this article covers a large territory and therefore remains quite general. I intend only to open up tax history, particularly in its gendered aspects, as a subject for further research. There is much room for historians to work in this field, as much remains to be done concerning the effects of specific local tax regimes, the openings these tax regimes made possible for women’s political engagements and economic agency, and the limitations that the regimes imposed.

The debate over new taxes, 1918-1926: Ella Murray, suffragist and tax pundit

Through a kind of historical accident, a Halifax woman came to occupy a prominent place in the history of women and taxation in 20th-century Canada. Journalist and suffragist Ella M. Murray spent some of her formative years in the United States during a period of suffrage and tax reform ferment, and came back to Canada having been marked by the experience. The daughter of a Halifax temperance activist, Murray had been opposed to women’s suffrage as a young woman in the 1870s. But she had joined the cause during the ten years that she spent in Boston in the 1890s, and between 1905 and 1913 she had lived in modern America’s feminist heartland – New York City. There, she had joined delegations to the state capitol to petition for the vote, and “walked in the first great Woman suffrage parade in the early spring of 1913.” These American experiences may help to explain why taxation was her issue.
of choice in the early 1920s. American suffragists had used the Revolutionary War’s rhetoric of “no taxation without representation” as a set piece of their arguments.6 And in American political life, the federal income tax had been a major issue from the 1890s through to 1913. A 1909 constitutional amendment to allow a federal tax was followed by a four-year ratification fight, a process that made participating in taxation debate a staple of politics during Murray’s New York years.7 So it is not altogether surprising that Ella Murray should have found the tax questions of wartime and post-war Canada to be “absorbingly interesting.”8 That a Nova Scotian woman would have spent some of her young adult life in the United States was fairly common, and one of the normal ways in which Maritimers brought American influences into Canada.9

Drawing on her American experiences, Murray made it her mission to induce the National Council of Women (NCW) of Canada to share her passion about taxation. “Until women understand taxation,” she asserted, “they are not in a position to undertake public life.”10 Beginning in 1918, shortly after her return to Halifax and continuing until 1927 (when she once again left the city), Ella Murray was the convener of the taxation committee both in the Halifax Local Council of Women and at the national level.11 From those platforms she delivered both general education on tax theory and specific policy proposals, with both general justice and gender justice in mind. Murray’s work on tax questions in the National Council of Women covered

6 “Women’s Votes in Cities,” reprinted from Boston Transcript in Globe (Saint John), 6 April 1894; “Why Women Do Not Want to Vote,” reprinted in pamphlet form from New York Post, 8 March 1905, by the Anti-Suffrage Association of the Third Judicial District, Albany, NY; Catharine Waugh McCulloch, “Tax-paying Women and the Ballot,” reprinted from The Chicago Legal News, 24 May 1902. The understanding of voting as a right of the taxpayer was present in Maritime political discourse as well. When in 1914 the voters of Saint John decided to allowed married women property owners to vote in civic elections, the editorial writer of the Saint John Standard noted: “There is no reason why [the vote] should be withheld from married women who, by paying taxes, have an equal right to a voice in the administration of civic affairs” (see “The Civic Election,” 29 April 1914). On the role of the “no taxation without representation” slogan in the British women’s suffrage movement, see Hilary Frances, “‘Pay the piper, call the tune!’: The Women’s Tax Resistance League,” in The Women’s Suffrage Movement: New Feminist Perspectives, ed. Maroula Joannou and June Purvis (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1998), 65-76.
8 The Yearbook of the National Council of Women of Canada (NCW Yearbook) (1920), 122.
11 NCW Yearbook: 1920 (121); 1921 (89-90); Halifax Local Council of Women, minutes, 1919-26, passim, NSARM.
Her guide in tax analysis was that mainstay of the international liberal tradition since the 18th century—Adam Smith’s *The Wealth of Nations*. Murray drew on Smith’s four principles of taxation as quoted by John Stuart Mill in his *Principles of Political Economy*, and in her reports to the National Council of Women conventions Murray repeatedly offered a digested version of these principles. Like others before her and since, she referred to the “four canons of taxation” as though they were eternal absolutes. At the same time, and seemingly for contingent historical reasons, she exercised some strategic selectiveness in her reporting of them. In Smith’s original conceptualization, the features of a good tax are as follows: 1) its amount is proportional to the taxpayer’s ability to pay; 2) its amount is certain and not arbitrary, so as to prevent discretionary judgment by the collector (and therefore to prevent occasions for corrupt dealings); 3) the timing or method of collection of the tax payment should be convenient, so as to prevent even a tax of a reasonable amount falling due on some occasion when it was particularly hard to pay; and 4) the means of collecting it should be as economical as possible, to help ensure that the tax levels remain as low as possible. Murray’s summary reflected this canon through a Millian lens, emphasizing his interpretation of “ability to pay” as meaning “equality of sacrifice” or equal treatment before the law. Murray’s ordinary language version of Mill’s “equality of sacrifice” standard was that a good tax “should give none an advantage and place none at a disadvantage as compared with any others.” Unlike Mill, however, she did not acknowledge that this was an unattainable “standard of perfection.” More notably, Murray’s summary of Smith completely omitted Smith’s

12 A survey of the tax options that were being considered at the dominion level in Canada in 1918-19 can be found in the report of the Calder Committee, formally known as the Special Committee on Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment. Part of this committee’s work was to consider how the revenue to support soldier resettlement would be raised. Their summary of these revenue considerations covered the same ground that Murray’s reports to the NCW did, though without her analysis of the particular concerns of women. See Canada, House of Commons, Special Committee on Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment, *Soldiers’ civil re-establishment: proceedings of the Special Committee to whom was referred Bill no. 10, An act to amend the Department of Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Act, together with certain orders in council relating to the work of the said Department etc., etc. Comprising the Reports and Proceedings of the Committee, the Evidence taken* (Ottawa: King’s Printer, 1919), 43-8.

13 For references to the “four canons,” see *NCW Yearbook*: (1920), 121; (1921), 89-90; (1926), 72. Murray was not alone in making this tradition of 18th and 19th century liberal political economy the standard by which tax proposals should be discussed. See Dominion Executive Director of the Retail Trade Bureau of Canada to Mr. W. Stuart Edwards, Deputy Minister, 22 March 1926, excerpt from *The Retail Trade Review*, September 1925, p. 2, refers to Mr. Adam Smith’s “four principles”: “1) Equality or ability, 2. Certainty, 3. Convenience, 4. Economy.” See Records of the Department of Justice, RG 13, vol. 304, files 1926-546, LAC. The Saint John Board of Trade also claimed Mill and Smith as their authorities in their critique of 1917 tax reform proposals, quoting directly from *The Wealth of Nations* and *Principles of Political Economy*. See “Report of the Special Committee of the Saint John Board of Trade Upon the Proposed New Assessment Law” (1917), footnote, p. 6, Records of the Saint John Board of Trade, minutes, 24 November–26 December 1917, New Brunswick Museum.

14 In his *Principles of Political Economy* (1871 [7th ed.]; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 167-9, Mill quotes Smith’s four principles directly from *The Wealth of Nations* and then interprets the first principle as meaning “equality of sacrifice” and as a “standard of perfection” that “cannot be completely realized.”
third standard of good taxation (convenience); she subdivided Smith’s fourth principle to make up for missing number three. Some particulars of national tax politics in the 1910s and 1920s and the pocketbook politics of organized womanhood explain why Murray selected as she did.\footnote{I have borrowed the evocative phrase “pocketbook politics” from historian Meg Jacobs, “Pocketbook Politics: Democracy and the Market in Twentieth Century America,” in The Democratic Experiment: new directions in American political history, ed. Meg Jacobs, William J. Novak, and Julian E. Zelizer (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2003), 250-75.}

Within national tax politics, Ella Murray supported a particular policy option – one that located her within the broad current of progressive reform. Her particular ambition was to promote a new means of raising revenue, so she wanted there to be a national tax on land.\footnote{NCW Yearbook (1920), 123; (1922), 54-6.} This was the policy of a reform organization called the Canadian League for Taxation of Land Values (CLTLV), an organization that advanced at the national level the ideals of the municipally and provincially oriented Single Tax Association.\footnote{The core idea of the single-tax movement was that wealth created by overall community economic growth should revert to the community for general use. The clearest form of such “unearned increment” was the increased value of undeveloped lands in areas of new settlement, profits made in sales of such land, or increased land rents charged to tenants on such land. All these were fitting targets, in single-tax ideology, of one hundred per cent taxation. The single-tax program of the new, national league is set out in “Circular letter from the Canadian League for the Taxation of Land Values, 1917,” W.C. Good Papers, MG27, IIIC1, vol. 4, file “Correspondence 1917,” doc. 2453, LAC.} The new league was formed in 1916, specifically to advocate a federal tax on land values as a means of paying off the national war debt. In partisan terms, land tax enthusiasts tended to be Liberals, United Farmers, or (later) Progressives. Not surprisingly, Nellie McClung was a member.\footnote{“Urge Dominion-Wide Tax on Land Values,” Globe, 21 August 1916. Others among the new league’s prominent members were T.A. Crerar, Henry Wise Wood, Charles A. Dunning, F.J. Dixon, E.C. Drury, and W.C. Good, each of whom, like McClung, were or would soon be elected to provincial or federal office as representatives of these parties.} While enthusiasm for the single tax is well-known as a feature of the western-dominated Progressive party, the Maritimes had its own single-taxers. The Nova Scotian representatives in the CLTLV, numbering 13, were, along with Manitoba, second in number only to the large list of Ontarian members. And one of the four New Brunswick representatives, F.L. (Frank) Potts, had been elected to the Saint John Board of Commissioners in 1914 after having campaigned as a single-taxer. No marginal figure, Potts was elected twice to the New Brunswick legislative assembly (in 1917 and 1925) and in 1924-26 served as Saint John’s mayor.\footnote{Mayors of Saint John, 1785-1985 (Saint John, NB, 1985), 352. See also “Potts, Frank Leslie,” in New Brunswick Political Biography, ed. James C. Graves and Horace B. Graves, vol. VII, n.r.p., For Potts’s single-tax election platform, see his election card, printed in the Saint John Standard, 24 April 1914. For his tax views as the basis of his victory, see his editorial “The Civic Election,” Saint John Standard, 29 April 1914.} All this is to say that Ella Murray was active in one of the main tax reform projects of the day, one that was part of the Maritime region’s political culture.

Her association with this tax reform project explains why she (and others of this political bent) omitted part of the standard Smithian principles. One of Smith’s two examples of a “convenient” tax was a type of consumption tax – the luxury tax. A
luxury tax is “convenient” in Smith’s sense because the consumer chooses when to buy a taxed item, and thus when to pay the tax. Consumption taxes, whether on necessities or luxuries, were also convenient by Smithian standards because they parcelled out tax payments in small increments, making payment as painless as possible. But single-taxers, with their emphasis on direct taxation of land values, disputed the value of painlessness in taxation. They preferred that people know what taxes they are paying, so that taxpayers would be vigilant about governments’ taxing and spending. Income tax advocates also held this view. It was a staple criticism of consumption taxes. From this point of view, conveniently arranged taxes were of doubtful merit because convenience allowed a government to raise tax levels stealthily, outside the range of taxpayer awareness. Single-taxers also pointed out that consumption taxes had nothing to do with the ability to pay, extracting as they did pennies from the poor rather than collecting on the unearned surplus of the owners of land. The heightened consumer prices that free traders attributed to the tariff were, in fact, the result of the sort of “convenient” taxes to which the Progressives and their fellow travellers in the single-tax movement objected. For Ella Murray, speaking to an audience of women whose interests were very much those of the domestic pocketbook, “conveniency” seemed not at all consistent with tax fairness – or conducive to thrift. Her deference to Adam Smith stopped short of endorsing consumption taxes.

From this logic, Murray opposed two taxes that federal Finance Minister Sir Henry Drayton introduced in 1920 for the first time at the federal level – a luxury tax and a sales tax. In her view, not only were these taxes regressive and covert, but the luxury tax also came couched in a rhetoric that made no sense to her. Drayton’s 1920 budget rhetoric emphasized two objectives: 1) to launch the huge enterprise of paying off Canada’s war debts, and 2) to help lower the cost of living by fighting inflation. The luxury tax was meant both to raise revenue and, by reducing consumer demand, to lower overall price levels. In Drayton’s discussion of inflation, he argued that “every individual whose circumstances permit it” should help lower the cost of living by

---

20 Karl Marx wrote: “[Direct taxation is preferable] because indirect taxes conceal from an individual what he is paying to the state, whereas a direct tax is undisguised, unsophisticated, and not to be misunderstood by the meanest capacity. Direct taxation prompts therefore every individual to control the governing powers while indirect taxation destroys all tendency to self-government.” See Karl Marx, “Instructions for the delegates of the Provisional Council,” August 1866, published in Der Vorbote, no. 10 and 11, October and November 1866 as well as The International Courier, no. 6/7, 20 February 1867, and no. 8/10, 13 March 1867, trans. Barrie Selman, http://www.marxists.org/history/international/iwma/documents/1866/instructions.htm#07. John Stuart Mill recognized that reform sentiment preferred direct taxation because of its visibility, and the “security” such visibility offered to “economy in public expenditure.” But he cautioned against exclusive reliance on direction taxation because direct taxation risked exciting so much opposition that adequate revenue could not be raised by direct means alone. See J.S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy, bk. V, chap. VI. In 1921, a Halifax tax expert – city solicitor F.H. Bell – echoed Marx and the reform sentiment to which Mill referred: “It is desirable to affect directly by taxation as many persons as possible and thus compel them by the most sensitive of nerves, the pocket, to take a personal and direct interest in civic affairs. A tax on real property alone, which only filters down to the non-property owners through an increase in rents, will not arouse the same interest in civic expenditures as a direct demand from the City Collector.” See F.H. Bell, “Municipal Taxation in Nova Scotia,” Dalhousie Review 1, no. 13 (1921): 272.

21 NCW Yearbook: 1920 (120-1), 1921 (87), 1922 (51-3), 1923 (77).
“reducing expenditure whenever possible.” When he introduced the tax on luxury spending, he reiterated its dual purpose:

Not only is more revenue necessary but extravagant and luxurious expenditure ought to be checked. Just so long as expenditure on non-essentials and extravagant expenditure continues, just so much longer will the drop in the value of essentials be postponed. On those having income more than necessary for properly maintaining themselves and families, there rests a special duty of saving whenever possible and in this manner adding to the available financial resources for development and for industrial undertakings. Extravagant buying should stop.22

All of this was sound economics; in theory, at least, the general level of prices falls when the general level of effective demand declines.

But the list of luxuries in Drayton’s budget speech made his rhetoric inflammatory. No one disputed that opera cloaks and gold dinner services were luxuries. Other items on his legislated list of luxuries were, however, more controversial.23 The issues arose around items such as $10 boots and $18 blouses. As one Saint John merchant, Robert Macaulay, explained to Drayton in the 1920 public hearings on federal taxation that followed Drayton’s budget: “The customer doesn’t object to paying $19.80 for the [shirt]waist until she is shown that $1.80 of the price is for luxury tax.” Her objection, Macaulay went on to say, was to the “paternalism” implied by the tax: “We can buy cigarettes at 18 cents a package, and we all know perfectly well that that includes 7 cents tax, but we are perfectly willing to pay it. If, however, the government should say in a paternal way, ‘we believe it is criminal and extravagant to smoke cigarettes, and therefore we tax every packet of cigarettes 7 cents,’ you would resent it.”24 It seems likely that many women felt, as Ella Murray asserted, that the “so called luxury tax” was not borne only by those “who indulge in extravagant, luxurious things,” but that it was charged against purchases that were necessities to “the great middle class.”25 Drayton’s argument that pinching pennies even harder would, by “reducing demand,” lead to lower prices did not, apparently, outweigh the offense Murray took

22 Canada, House of Commons Debates (18 May 1920), pp. 2481, 2486 (emphasis added).
23 Canada, House of Commons Debates (18 May 1920), p. 2486. A particularly potent embarrassment was the story that the luxury tax schedule of taxable items classed typewriter ribbons along with other ribbons as luxuries. See “Ribbons for Typewriters Liable to Tax,” Globe, 26 May 1920, and “Brefs commentaires,” La Patrie, 26 May 1920. Concerns that merchants would sell the parts of men’s suits separately so as to keep prices under the luxury threshold were raised immediately after the budget. See “To Make Sure They Tax Everything; Some Protection Given Consumer,” Globe, 21 May 1920. Merchants in Halifax and Saint John were among the most outspoken critics of the luxury tax in the hearings conducted by Finance Minister Sir Henry Drayton in the fall of 1920. See RG 36-8, Records of the Tariff Commission of 1920, vol. 7, file 15, transcriptions of hearings in Halifax (8 November 1920) and Saint John (9 November 1920), LAC. Western Canadians did not comment on the luxury tax but, in Montreal, a boot and shoe manufacturer engaged closely with Drayton on what constituted an “extravagant” price for boots. See vol. 7, file 19, 15-16 November 1920, esp. pp. 2714-16.
24 Testimony of Robert Macaulay, 9 November 1920, RG 36-8, Records of the Tariff Commission of 1920, vol. 7, file 15, pp. 75, 82-3, LAC.
25 NCW Yearbook: (1920), 120-1.
at the implication that middle-class housewives were “extravagant” and should cut back their spending. Macroeconomic price theory was too remote from commonsense to register in Murray’s analysis of the luxury or sales taxes. Her critique centred, as one might reasonably expect, on the high cost of living and emphasized the way that luxury taxes and sales taxes could strain the household budgets of the middle class. Murray’s outrage at the luxury tax was shared by many consumers, merchants, and manufacturers. In response to this widespread protest, within a few weeks of the finance minister’s return from his cross-country taxation consultations in the fall of 1920, the federal government repealed the luxury tax on 18 December.26

The federal government’s concession to popular opposition must have been sweet to Murray, who held that citizenship entailed protesting against injustice and insisted that women’s enfranchisement at the dominion level now allowed them the means to challenge unjust taxes. Women’s moral authority, embodied in a non-partisan critique of injustice, was for Murray a defining element of women’s citizenship. In her 1926 report to the National Council of Women on tax matters, she insisted “IT MUST BE POSSIBLE TO EXPRESS JUSTICE IN ALL THE ESSENTIAL RELATIONS OF MAN TO MAN. THE TASK BEFORE US IS TO DISCOVER HOW.” In the context of that year’s federal election, however, tax policy had become too much a partisan issue for the deliberately non-partisan organization. Murray refrained from presenting a specific resolution on tax policy in 1926 because any resolution would “have a political complexion.”27 But the reality of post-suffrage politics had made non-partisanship increasingly an untenable position. As economist and journalist B.K. Sandwell told the Empire Club in 1928, when he was making his own effort to speak as a non-partisan: “Unfortunately, budgets in Canada are an excessively political topic. They are almost the only political topic.”28 Taxation policy was thus, for maternal feminism, difficult territory to travel.29

By 1926, Murray’s preferred federal tax, the land-value tax, had lost its place on the policy agenda. Member of Parliament W.C. Good, on behalf of the Progressives, had championed it vigorously in the House of Commons, but because it duplicated many provincial and municipal land taxes, and because it required a national standard in land-value assessment, it faced insurmountable administrative problems. The Liberals and Conservatives simply refused to take it seriously.30 The land-value tax had had enormous moral appeal, something that suited a woman of principle such as Ella Murray. She regarded all other taxes as failing to meet her adapted version of the Smithian standard of fairness. For a time (after 1926), she left both Halifax and her

27 NCW Yearbook: 1922 (53-4), 1926 (73) (emphasis in original).
29 Nancy Cott makes a similar point in relation to prohibition’s divisive effect on women’s organizations in the United States in the 1920s in The Grounding of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987).
30 Canada, House of Commons Debates, 2 June 1922. On the fate of federal land value taxation, see General Correspondence, docs. 5871-5872, 5902-5903, 6752-6753, 6968-6969, MG27, III C1, W.C. Good Papers, vol. 4, LAC.
role as the NCW’s tax pundit. However, others, both nationally and in the Maritimes, took up this role vigorously. In Moncton, author Aida Boyer McAnn took an important leadership role on women’s economic and tax issues during the 1930s both within her community and nationally within the NCW.\(^{31}\) In the 1950s, Isabel Finlayson (née Grant), a Nova Scotian graduate of Dalhousie University, also played an important role in raising women’s tax issues. Living in Ottawa, she spearheaded an assault – independent of the NCW – on the federal tax code’s treatment of married women.\(^{32}\) While the study of taxation was often a tough sell within the NCW movement, Ella Murray’s passion helped to inspire other women in the Maritimes and Canada to claim their voice as tax critics.

Working-class women and tax evasion in the interwar years

Ella Murray’s work on tax expressed two features of her class. First, she had particularly emphasized the impact of the luxury tax on middle-class women’s management of the family budget. Like Nellie McClung, she spoke out on taxation in 1920 (and later) in part because of the threats such taxes posed to middle-class consumption: McClung had described the post-war taxes as making of salaried and middle-class people “the new poor.”\(^{33}\) Second, speaking in policy forums and agitating for political action, Murray engaged in tax politics in a way that expressed her middle-class occupation as a journalist. Tax talk was her business. But taxation touched working-class women as well, affecting their working lives and family budgets in class-specific ways. In particular, tax evasion arose as a strategy for survival among some of the region’s labouring women as they struggled to get by.

In the case of the luxury tax, the women who served as sale clerks and cashiers in the region’s clothing stores experienced it not as taxpayers but as tax collectors. After the 1920 budget was passed, these women found themselves having to memorize new lists of taxable and non-taxable goods, and varying rates of tax, so as to inform their customers accurately about prices. While the finance minister allowed that he did not himself know what a camisole was – never mind how it should be classified for tax purposes – was a silk camisole underwear (and therefore not taxable) or was it a taxable luxury item (because it was silk)? Saint John merchant Robert Macaulay complained: “Our girls are not trained as excise collectors. They are qualified to sell merchandise, and the more enthusiastic they may be to fulfill their ordinary work, the more likely they are to fail in [tax collecting].” As Macaulay tactfully explained: “Our most enthusiastic sales people are more apt to overlook the tax than some of the slower and less enthusiastic ones.”\(^{34}\) “Overlooking” the tax would no doubt have helped to make a sale, while remembering to charge the tax might lead to bad feelings.

---

\(^{31}\) **NCW Yearbook:** 1937 (65). McAnn’s work appeared in *Chatelaine* and elsewhere in Canadian periodicals during the 1930s and 1940s.

\(^{32}\) Fingard, “College.” 44-5; Shirley Tillotson, “Family as Tax Dodge: Partnership, Individuality, and Gender in the Personal Income Tax Act, 1942 to 1970,” *Canadian Historical Review* 90, no. 3 (2009): 405-6. Finlayson’s campaign was to have married women’s tax obligations in marriage treated as though marriages were an economic partnership.

\(^{33}\) **CAR:** (1920), 53.

\(^{34}\) Testimony of Robert Macaulay, 9 November 1920, RG 36-8, Records of the Tariff Commission of 1920, vol. 7, file 15, pp. 76-81 *passim*, LAC. Drayton revealed his limited lingerie vocabulary during the testimony of F.A. Dykeman, which was on the same day as Macaulay’s testimony (p. 112).
and maybe to the loss of the sale. In short, these sales clerks found themselves facing either the unpleasant task of enforcing the luxury tax or anxiety-inducing pressure from customers to collaborate in evading it.35

Complicating the sales clerk’s job was the fact that some of the women customers (and, we might suspect, some of the men, too) found the tax calculations seemingly arbitrary. Macaulay observed: “A great many women who have perhaps gone through 8 or 9 grades in school in a superficial way, quite cultivated and refined ladies, have forgotten their mathematics, and the clerks have to explain to them the percentage. You will be surprised at the number of really clever people who are at sea on a question of percentage.” The sales clerk had to thus become an arithmetic teacher as well as having to engage in discussions about what constituted a luxury. The frustrations associated with collecting the luxury tax were further compounded when excise stamps in various denominations were issued as an administrative convenience. Inconveniently, however, if a store ran out of some necessary denomination of the stamps late on a Saturday afternoon, the sales requiring that amount of luxury tax could not legally be completed, and the customer had to be asked to return on Monday morning. Imagine the temptation for both clerk and customer to “overlook” the tax. Countering that temptation was the risk that the revenue officials would lay charges against the shop owner in magistrate’s court, or the likelihood that rumours would begin that certain clerks or certain shops would “give you a break” late on Saturday (and the legal problems that this could potentially cause). Inconsistencies in the charging of these taxes – “Is this a scarf (taxable) or a muffler (not taxable)?” – could compromise the “the honour and reputation” of a merchant. This tax thus made clerks and cashiers subject to their employer’s anxious surveillance.36 In short, women retail workers in the better stores could not have been fans of the luxury tax. Both the risk of inadvertently failing to collect it and the temptation to collude with their customers in evading it complicated their jobs.

Later on, in the mid-1920s, working-class women’s lives were also touched by a different tax evasion issue that stirred up another enormous political storm. That issue was corruption in the federal Department of Customs and Excise. Ineffectual efforts to improve customs collection that had begun early in the 1920s were overtaken in 1925 by an aggressive partisan exposure of massive commercial smuggling. Cars, luxury fashions, silk, diamonds, and liquor were being brought into the country, with the collusion of Canadian customs officials, by means calculated to evade import duties, excises, and sales taxes. The investigation of the customs scandal of 1926, known in its day as the smuggling inquiry, revealed dramatically what many Canadians no doubt already knew – that coastal and border communities were the sites of major, and ineffectually policed, tax evasion. The problem was not private individuals sneaking a few things for their own use across the border; this longstanding practice in popular culture fell below the radar of the investigating committee and the subsequent judicial commission. Rather, the investigation targeted

35 The sales tax, by contrast, was collected by wholesalers on sales to retailers, so its effect on prices was indirect and not easily observed at the point of sale.
the ways in which some of Canada’s distilleries, breweries, car dealers, jewellers, and fashion retailers were competing unfairly with honest businesses and, in the process, defrauding the public treasury. In addition, the Department of External Affairs was worried about the international tensions generated by some Canadians’ collusion in undermining prohibition in the United States.37

To the extent that Maritime suffragists were also themselves prohibitionists, politically active women such as Local Council of Women members no doubt rejoiced when the smuggling inquiry investigated the booze traffic as a major source of corruption in the Maritimes’ customs administration.38 But many other Maritimers would have winked at some kinds of smuggling. Excepting in manufacturing towns, free trade sentiment was widespread.39 Ella Murray was certainly of this stripe: her NCW reports had pointed to the harmful impact on both producers and consumers in western Canada and the Maritimes of the protective tariff tax.40 She was not alone in observing that customs collection enabled corruption and that excise taxes were expensive to collect.41 Acadians told a folk tale about Ti-Jean and the taxman that scorchingly stigmatized customs collectors as the wielders of absurd and arbitrary authority.42 Moonshining and homebrewing were also forms of tax evasion. Assessing PEI’s revenue sources in 1945, tax expert J.L. Lattimer noted how low PEI’s collections on liquor taxes were in comparison with those of the other two Maritime provinces and dryly observed: “This lack of revenue is not due to the location. It must be something else. The best way to avoid taxation on any commodity is to produce

37 Lita-Rose Betcherman, “The Customs Scandal of 1926,” The Beaver 81, no. 2 (2001): 14-19; Canada, House of Commons, Special Committee Investigating the Administration of the Department of Customs and Excise, Minutes of Proceedings (Ottawa, King’s Printer, 1926); “Probe of Smuggling Halted by Ottawa Charges Inspector,” Globe, 5 February 1927.
38 E.R. Forbes, “Prohibition and the Social Gospel in Nova Scotia,” in Challenging the Regional Stereotype: Essays on the 20th Century Maritimes (Fredericton, NB: Acadiensis, 1989). The Social Service Council of Nova Scotia (SSCNS), in which several LCW women were active, was deeply involved during the 1920s in conflicts over the control of the rum trade. An episode of particular importance in the mid-1920s was the firing of excise officer Scriven, who was backed by the SSCNS. See “Are Rum Runners And Smugglers In Control?” (letter to the editor from “For Law Enforcement”), Herald (Halifax), 16 October 1925, as well as “Enforcement of Laws Must Be Maintained,” Herald, 17 October 1925.
39 Protectionist views were aired by representatives of the textile and steel industries, but most of the interveners at the Maritimes hearings of the 1920 Tariff Commission were critics of the protective tariff. See RG 36-8, Records of the Tariff Commission of 1920, vol. 7, LAC. Looking back from the early 1950s, political observers characterized smuggling in the Maritimes as an expression of free trade views; see Canada, House of Commons Debates, 31 October 1951, pp. 598-601, as well as Wilfrid Eggleston, “This Business of Smuggling,” Saturday Night, 17 November 1951.
40 NCW Yearbook: 1925 (68).
41 NCW Yearbook: 1923 (78), 1925 (68), 1926 (73). In 1927, the reformed Department of National Revenue acknowledged but disputed the charge that “in addition to judge, the powers of jury, witnesses, clerk of the court and even the executioner are usurped [by the excise officers].” See “Dealing with Excise Taxes: Some of the problems which have to be met daily,” National Revenue Review 1, no. 1 (October 1927): 9-10. The power of a malicious customs agent to disrupt a businessman’s affairs is sketched in Bonneau v. the King, Reports of the Exchequer Court of Canada, 1918.
42 In 1979, this tale and other traditional stories told to her by her mother were published by Antoinette Gallant in Little Jack an’ de tax-man, and other Acadian stories from Prince Edward Island (Fernwood, PE: E. Harrison, 1979).
and consume it directly.”

For some Maritime women, though, customs and excise taxes had a rather different meaning. These taxes presented business opportunities for the economically desperate. Poor women surviving at the margins of the economy used excise tax evasion – bootlegging – as a means of getting a living. There were two ways of doing this. One was to actually run booze across the border. I have found only one account of a woman who engaged in this kind of high-end, relatively profitable bootlegging, the kind that produced the legendary cops and robbers narratives of popular prohibition history. This account, by Clifford Rose recalling his days as a temperance inspector in Pictou County in the late 1920s, described Amy Mason, the “Queen of the Bootleggers,” as a glamorous, adventuresome beauty. But her choice of a life of profitable crime, he claims, was simply the result of there having been no other way for her to earn a living as a single woman in 1920s Pictou County. And the other women in Rose’s accounts, running small “rum dives,” sometimes with a prostitution sideline, were recognizably simply desperate women without better options. Three sisters, orphaned in their teens, became “the sport of men’s lust”; two of them ran a “bugbeer joint” in New Glasgow, while the youngest had been adopted out. Another pair of sisters operated a beer and brothel outfit that was tolerated because, were they to be jailed, their fatherless children would have to be sent to the overseers of the poor and supported on the poor rates. Desperate as these single women were, a married woman might be almost as badly off. “Delores N.,” who described herself as “98 pounds of hell,” had a husband. But he was an (unspecified) “war casualty” and a mean drunk. When Rose had to shut down Delores’s operation temporarily, she asked Rose angrily how he expected she was going to eat. For these women, tax evasion was simply a survival strategy – a (largely tolerated) crime of desperation. Seen from this perspective, there is little in the history of bootlegging to warrant the “boy’s own adventure story” tone that swathes in a certain glamour the popular history of excise tax evasion during the 1920s.

Viewing the rum trade from the point of view of the rum-runners’ wives is another standpoint from which we can see the troubles entailed in surviving from the profits of tax evasion. The risks of the trade to their husbands’ life and liberty were considerable, even though “fishing for rum” was widely accepted on the Atlantic coast as a normal, even respectable way to earn a living. Both its respectability and its risks for fishermen’s families can be seen in a letter to the editor by a Mahone Bay crew member, injured at work on a rum-running schooner. He complained that he was not eligible for workmen’s compensation, and he asked if someone could inform him “if the crews of rum running schooners have not as much right to compensation from Relations of Extraction 39
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the board as anyone else.” And he also spoke in defense of the compensation rights of
the widows of men killed on the job (presumably even those men who had been shot
by U.S. revenue agents). Unless rum-runners had been making their employer’s
contributions for their crew payroll, their widows were unlikely ever to have received
pensions. Moreover, rum-runners faced real risks of prosecution for infringements of
the Customs and Excise Act, risks that carried potential harm to their wives. In 1923,
journalist Edwin Smith wrote about Nova Scotia fishing captains who, facing debt and
difficulties in the fishery, tried to make a bit of easy money smuggling liquor from
Saint-Pierre to the South Shore. His tales emphasized the fallings out and betrayals
among rum-runners, with previously honest captains losing their schooners and their
livelihood and, sometimes, serving substantial prison terms. Summarizing his moral,
Smith concluded that the results of smuggling could be “disastrous” not only for the
captain, but for his wife and family.45 In the mid-1920s, attempts to crack down on
smuggling raised the risk of such consequences. In 1925, a new clause in the Customs
and Excise Act allowed a convicted rum-runner to be imprisoned on what had
previously been a lesser offence. This took the community of Devil’s Island, at the
approaches of Halifax Harbour, by surprise. One of their own, Allen Henneberry, was
sentenced to two years in the penitentiary, leaving without a breadwinner his six
young children and aged mother, who were “solely dependent upon him for their
existence.” Devil’s Islanders organized a petition among residents of Halifax and
Dartmouth, asking that Henneberry’s sentence be commuted. His family
responsibilities featured in the petition.46 Quite aside from the lack of workmen’s
compensation coverage, rum-running carried particular risks for the bold adventurer’s
family.

For a time, to be sure, rum-running could give a drinker and brawler like the
famous Teddy Kirk the chance to become a solid breadwinner. Raised in hard
circumstances in PEI, Kirk had turned to rum-running in 1922. Jobs in regular
shipping were hard to come by; he had just married and needed to support his new
wife, Maude. The young couple lived with Maude’s mother, a widow, divorcee, or
perhaps an unmarried mother who in 1919 had been one of the first to rent a row
house in Halifax’s new Hydrostone neighbourhood. In November 1925, Captain
Teddy took over the lease, but during the following three-and-a-half years during
which he was responsible for paying the rent, it was paid up for at most six months.
Perhaps his fame (and possibly gifts from his cargoes to the rent collecting agent)
gave his wife an advantage in her relationship with her landlord, the Halifax Relief
Commission. Other tenants who fell behind in their rent for as little as three months
had some of their property seized and were evicted or moved out in under a year. No
such proceedings were taken against Teddy Kirk. Eventually, though, Maude Kirk’s
secondhand luck ran out, and in June 1929 she, by now with young children, was
forced to leave the Hydrostones and move to the city’s old North End slums. By the
next year, 1930, Captain Teddy, sporting a “massive drinker’s belly” was captaining
ships that no one else would take – ones that were hardly seaworthy. In 1931, he
disappeared at sea, apparently, at age 40, the victim of a shipwreck. Maude Kirk then

46 “Henneberry Case Interests Public,” Herald, 28 October 1925.
moved a few blocks away to live with a married couple (perhaps her sister and her brother-in-law). She was likely left with little or nothing but a family to support and memories of a brief marriage. Being a rum-runner’s wife was not to be a wife like any other. However “normal” Teddy Kirk’s enterprise had been, it put Maude at more than the usual risk of losing her husband, either to misadventure or to prison. As the customs and excise law and enforcement practices came to be more aggressive in the 1920s and 1930s, these risks to the wives who lived by the rum runners’ earnings only increased.

In relation to various forms of federal taxation in the interwar years, then, women in the Maritimes as consumers, as collectors, as tax evaders, and as wives of tax evaders responded to new taxes and new forms of enforcement. For Ella Murray, and others like her, engaging in policy debate about taxation expressed the new citizenship rights that had been granted to some women at the federal level. For Maude Kirk, and others like her, the tax regime appeared (as perhaps it always had) mainly as a means for acquiring illicit earnings or as a cause of police raids and criminal prosecutions.

**Paying the price of citizenship: taxing and municipal suffrage, 1914-1955**

Citizenship rights, tax obligations, and survival were linked very directly in another aspect of taxation: municipal taxes. Until the 1950s or 1960s, in most Maritime municipalities – as in many American towns and cities – taxing and voting rights were directly connected in that the franchise was a taxpayer franchise (see Table 1). That is to say, the right to vote was based on whether the voter had paid his or her taxes. The taxpayer franchise was linked to the property franchise if all municipal taxes were property taxes. But when the franchise was truly a taxpayer franchise, it was not simply the ownership of property that conveyed voting rights. Head taxes, more commonly known as poll taxes, could be levied on the propertyless; paying those taxes also served, in a taxpayer-franchise municipality, as qualification to vote. When a taxpayer’s finances were tight, as they were for many in the 1930s, the link between taxation and the franchise could mean people found themselves forced to choose between, on the one hand, paying their tax bill and voting or, on the other, not paying it and eating.

The dire choices of the 1930s took place during a period when women’s municipal voting rights and tax obligations were changing. Unevenly, but steadily, Maritime women’s municipal voting rights grew while at the same time, between 1914 and the

---

47 Geoff and Dorothy Robinson, *It Came by the Boat Load* (Tyne Valley, PE: Geoff and Dorothy Robinson, 1983), v, 16-23. The amount that the Kirks left owing was $1,139; information in the file suggests that the rent for their house was $31 a month. There is no evidence in the file (which was for their street address, not for them as tenants) that Maude’s mother had ever failed to pay rent. From this, it can be inferred that the total amount of default was incurred by Captain Teddy. For an example of another defaulting tenant in the same period, see file R.248. The tenant there, to whom considerably less latitude was allowed, worked as the night janitor at the city’s poorhouse. Additional details on the Kirks’ occupations and housing were drawn from *McAlpine’s Halifax City Directory*, for the years 1919 to 1958. Maude Kirk never moved again and disappears from the directory in the mid-1950s, when she herself would likely have been in her mid-fifties.

mid-1950s, their tax obligations expanded (see Table 1). For example, at the beginning of this period (in 1914) Halifax allowed single and widowed women to vote if they had been assessed for taxes; only if they appeared on the property tax assessment roll would they appear on the voters’ list.\textsuperscript{49} However, for men – married or not – there was a mechanism to ensure that they could vote even if they had little or no assessable property: so long as an otherwise eligible male voter had an income of $400 or more, he was obliged to pay a $4 poll tax. And the names on the list of poll taxpayers were added to the voters’ list.\textsuperscript{50} Exemption from the poll tax thus disenfranchised the poorest residents of Halifax, men and women alike, and probably disproportionately African Nova Scotian men. But only single women wage-earners (or those living on a small trickle of investment income) were absolutely denied a place on the voters’ list if they were propertyless. And in this city no married woman, even among the middle class, could vote at all in civic elections. In 1920, the Halifax Council of Women sought to make married women eligible to vote by having Halifax’s “household tax” (10 per cent of the real property tax) assessed in the name of “the partner who is not assessed on real estate, whether it be the husband or the wife.”\textsuperscript{51} This proposal was unsuccessful; it was not until the abolition of the taxpayer franchise in Halifax’s 1963 charter revision that married women had full municipal voting rights. Although in 1949 the province had legislated a sex-inclusive franchise for Nova Scotia’s municipalities, the provincial Franchise Act, which determined the municipal voters’ list, was amended in 1953 to allow for the disenfranchisement of non-taxpayers and relief recipients and even exclusion by marital status.\textsuperscript{52} Thus, the extension of the municipal franchise to women was limited by their place in the tax regime.

In Saint John, by contrast to Halifax, the 1914 civic election saw the passage of a proposition to allow married women who were property owners the right to vote, thus joining propertyied single and widowed women as voters. An even larger step towards women’s enfranchisement was taken in 1919, when Saint John’s Civic Elections Act was revised to make tax arrears, whether owed by men or women, a disqualification for voting. While attempting to increase pressure to pay taxes, this statute also removed any remaining sex disqualification on municipal voting.\textsuperscript{53} Single and widowed women began thereafter to be assessed for the poll tax.\textsuperscript{54} In the smaller municipalities of the province, the municipal vote was extended later and more gradually. A 1927 provincial statute enfranchised single women and widows in city

\textsuperscript{49} Halifax City Charter, 1914, ss. 35, 41, 42.
\textsuperscript{50} Halifax City Charter, 1914, s. 400.
\textsuperscript{51} Minutes, 22 April 1920, Papers of the Halifax Local Council of Women, MG 20, vol. 535, NSARM.
\textsuperscript{52} Statutes of Nova Scotia (SNS): 1949, Municipal Act, c. 51, s. 1; 1953, Nova Scotia Franchise Act, c. 2, s. 3.
\textsuperscript{53} Statutes of New Brunswick (SNB), 1919, Civic Elections Act, City of Saint John, c. 88, s. 3, which repealed any section “repugnant” to the new “male or female” amendment, nullified the male-only franchise language.
\textsuperscript{54} This point is inferred from the presence of single women poll taxpayers in the city’s tax appeals records after 1919, and their absence before that date. However, the first specifically gender-inclusive language concerning poll tax is in SNB, 1948, Saint John City Assessment Act, c. 137, s. 2(j). In the city’s 1942 Assessment Act, gender remained present in the description of exemptions from the poll tax: “domestic maids” were exempt (c. 80, s. 14).
Table 1: Gender, tax paying, and municipal voting rights, 1910 to 1971

All jurisdictions used assessment for property taxes to determine male voter qualification at the beginning of the period. Otherwise, “Yes” means “this tax was being used for voter qualification in 1910.” “No” means it was not so used. Dates show when the tax began to be assessed and began to be used for voter qualification. The dollar figure is the income or property value below which no tax was owed. The figure in brackets is the upper age limit for this tax. “Property owner” means “owner of property that is assessed for taxes.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEI municipalities</th>
<th>Charlottetown</th>
<th>NS municipalities</th>
<th>Halifax</th>
<th>NB municipalities</th>
<th>Saint John</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male-only poll tax</td>
<td>1948¹</td>
<td>Yes (60)</td>
<td>Yes (60)</td>
<td>Yes (60), $400 1931, $750</td>
<td>Yes²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single female poll tax</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Permitted but not required, 1952, $1,000</td>
<td>1931 (60), $750</td>
<td>1955 (65), paupers exempted³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single female property owners (chivalric exemption – y/n?)</td>
<td>1948, $100 (n)</td>
<td>Yes (y)</td>
<td>Yes, 1918, $400; (y)</td>
<td>Yes (y)</td>
<td>1927 (y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married women property owners</td>
<td>1948, $100 1927, $500 1931, $100</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1931</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse of property owner (as spouse, not assessed for taxes)</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1955, permitted but not required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Acts of the General Assembly of Prince Edward Island (AGAPEI), 1903. City of Charlottetown Incorporation Act, c. 17, ss. 24, 71; 1927, c. 9, s. 5; 1931, c. 21, ss. 23, 24, 70; 1940, c. 68, s. 11(b); 1948, c. 43, s. 84; 1972, c. 56, ss. 7, 8, 22, 23; AGAPEI, 1948. The Town Act, c. 39, ss. 31, 34; AGAPEI, 1971, Real Property Tax Act, c. 56, s. 45; Halifax City Charter, 1914, 1931, 1964, and amendments in SNS; Revised SNS: 1923, Assessment Act, c. 86, ss. 4, 5; 1967, c. 14, s. 6, 44(1); SNS, 1918, Assessment Act, c. 5; 1952, c. 51, s. 2, 3, 14; 1966, c. 3, s. 1, 6, 45; 1949, Municipal Act, c. 51, s. 1; 1953, Nova Scotia Franchise Act, c. 2, s. 14; 1959, Municipal Franchise Act, c. 29, s. 2; Revised SNS: 1927, Extension of franchise to widows and unmarried women in city and town elections, c. 188; Municipalities Act, c. 178, s. 25; Rates and Taxes Act, c. 190, s. 8; SNS, 1903, Rates and Taxes Act, c. 170, s. 7; 1933, c. 41, s. 1; 1935, c. 33, s. 1; 1909, Saint John City Assessment Act, c. 65, s. 3; 1936, c. 95, s. 18(e); 1942, c. 80, s. 41; 1909, Act re Civic Elections, City of Saint John, amended, c. 60, ss. 2, 3; 1942, Municipalities Act, c. 33, ss. 1, 2; 1938, Act Re Government of Saint John Amended, c. 105, s.11; 1966, c. 140, s. 2; 1950, Counties Act, c. 147, s. 22; 1955, Counties Act, c. 36, s. 3; 1955, Municipal Tax Act, c. 14, s. 3, 14(a); 1966, Municipalities Act, c. 20, s. 70; 1967, c. 56, s. 21; Evening Times Globe (Saint John), 15 April 1967.

¹ Before 1948, poll taxes varied among the provinces’ municipalities; after 1948, the municipal male poll tax was made standard. At the same time, a provincial poll tax was discontinued. In Charlottetown in 1940, statute labour was introduced as an alternative “arrangement” for paying the poll tax.
² 1935 was the first year when men who paid a municipal poll tax in the majority of New Brunswick municipalities were enfranchised as ratepayers.
³ Between 1942 and 1955, wage-earning women who did not own property were disenfranchised by revisions to the Municipalities Act voter qualifications.
⁴ By 1942, in the Saint John City Assessment Act, “domestic maids” had been singled out from among single women as exempt from the poll tax, and married women who earned an income were included as poll taxpayers. However, if a maid wished to pay the poll tax, and thus be included in the electorate, the statute allowed her to do so.
⁵ The municipal franchise in unincorporated towns was extended to women in 1927, but its basis in income tax assessment only made gender-neutral in 1933. The male-only poll tax remained in place until 1955, and replaced income tax in the voter qualification statutes in 1942.
⁶ Disqualification for “rates” (such as water rates) and other sums due to the town, but not taxes due, remained a basis for removal from the voters list.
⁷ Being paid up on your tax account was introduced as a condition of holding municipal office in New Brunswick in 1942. That provision remained in the new Municipalities Act of 1966, but no definition of qualified voters is provided in the statute. Discussion of the act in the standing committee on municipalities in the provincial legislature indicates that the discussants believed the property qualification (and with it the taxpayer qualification) had been removed. See Synoptic Report, 1966, vol. 2, 888.
and town elections, but it was not until 1933 that the Rates and Taxes Act, which governed tax assessment outside the chartered cities, removed the qualifier “male” from its description of the owners of taxable income. So, again, an apparently gender-neutral franchise became completely so when the tax assessment statute, to which voter qualification was linked, was made gender-neutral.

Saint John, while leading the way in the enfranchisement of women municipally, had a tax regime that was exigent to the point of injustice. For example, there was no statutory exemption by income level from the poll tax obligation until 1942, even for the poorest (including some of those collecting relief). In theory, then, Saint John’s broad-based tax requirements made the city’s franchise highly democratic, making taxpayers of all and making every taxpayer potentially a voter. However, the longstanding record of low-income taxpayers failing to pay even the poll tax, and thus failing to qualify for the vote, should make us sceptical about the democratic intentions of the city’s policy-makers. Indeed, when in 1909 and 1918 New Brunswick legislators were contemplating tax exemptions for the poorest of Saint John men, the objection that won the day and justified an increased male poll tax was that if poor men were allowed to vote without paying taxes the city would be governed by those whose “interests” in the city were insignificant. Participants in this debate also alluded to the fact that the level of other taxes was determined by the amount of revenue supposed to be generated by the poll tax. All other things being equal, if more money was collected in poll taxes then property owners’ tax bills would be lower. To reassure the payers of property taxes that their rates were as low as possible, then, the city had to be seen to be collecting poll taxes aggressively and in earnest.

The enormous variety and detail of municipal enfranchisement and taxation statutes deserves further investigation in order to test for reliable generalizations about its underlying consistencies. But on the grounds of my research so far, I think it safe to venture that tax liability was, in the interwar years, typically determined in part by sex and that where the municipal franchise was a taxpayer franchise, women’s voting rights could not be extended without their tax obligations also being increased.

As public revenues suffered in the 1930s, the extension of greater rights and responsibilities to women was notable in New Brunswick, and not only in the 1933 redefinition of taxable income mentioned above. In 1936, a proposed extension of the Moncton poll tax to women provoked comments in the provincial legislature that tellingly indicate the cultural meanings attached to such changes. The proposal covered both married and single women, exempting only those whose income was under $600, the same exemption threshold as for men. The mayor of Moncton, speaking on the bill in the legislature’s municipalities committee, pointed to wage-earning women as an untapped revenue source: “Many girls and women earned as much as men and some

55 SNB, 1933, c. 41, s. 1.
56 “Agreement Reached on the Assessment Bill,” Saint John Standard, 22 April 1909; SNB, 1909, Act re Rates and Taxes in the City of Saint John, c. 65, s. 3. In the discussions of the poll tax in 1909, it was frequently asserted that, in lower income groups, it was usual to collect only about 30 per cent of the assessed poll taxes. A 1951 inquiry into taxation in New Brunswick noted the competing interests that were created between property owners and poll-tax-paying non-owners when the property tax target was set in relation to the poll tax target. See New Brunswick, Royal Commission on the Rates and Taxes Act [R.J. Love, Chair], Report (Fredericton, NB: Government of New Brunswick, 1951), 56.
females earned more. Some married women earned as much as their husbands.” And he pointed out that, in return for this new tax obligation, the bill granted women “additional privileges”: in the same year, women in Moncton became eligible to run for mayor or aldermen and to vote if they were assessed for taxes.57

In the combination of new tax obligations and enhanced political rights, we should recognize the effect of the modern liberal perspective that sees women as full citizens if they are “like men” – i.e., economic actors in the market. Against that perspective, the MLA from Westmorland opposed the proposal on principled grounds drawn from an older, separate spheres logic. He “objected to getting into a channel of asking the weaker sex to assume the burden of financing the town.” He proposed raising the income exemption to $1,000 (suggesting his view that women workers likely earned less than that amount). The mayor, in reply, repudiated this chivalric view, and insisted that he was simply trying to “equalize the tax burden between women and men.” Again, he turned to the language of liberalism, using “equality of sacrifice” to legitimate this tax proposal.58

The chivalric view taken by his opponent was not merely an individual viewpoint. Special tax exemptions for widows and spinsters were commonly built into municipal tax statutes, on the assumption that such women were likely to be poor through no remediable fault of their own. Similarly, special tax exemptions for male householders reflected the assumption that men and not women were obliged to support dependants and thus would have less surplus income available to be taxed. In these ways, the Saint John assessment statute in 1918 was typical of the way municipal tax law more generally reflected the values and assumptions of 19th-century familial and citizenship regimes.

The robust tradition of women’s and feminist political activism at the municipal level began to change this dimension of the local state relatively slowly, it seems, in the decades after enfranchisement and the extension of tax obligations at the federal level. For instance, in 1926, Saint John’s municipal income tax was revised to allow that women householders might be entitled to claim the breadwinner exemption based on their support for dependants.59 This latter measure helped to reduce female breadwinners’ tax burden, on the basis of a liberal egalitarian rather than a chivalric, welfarist logic. As it was modified to conform to egalitarian principles, the assessment act was moving toward suffrage-era universalism and male taxpayer privilege was being removed. As well, in the 1930s, the single female wage earner’s obligation to pay the price of citizenship, the poll tax, was being exacted with the same firmness as the men’s, married or single. But the tax statute and its enforcement continued to have sex-specific elements of special treatment for poorer widows and self-supporting single women.

These welfarist elements in Saint John’s municipal tax regime reflected the fact

57 Synoptic report of the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of New Brunswick (Synoptic Report), 1936, “Appendix – Report of the Proceedings of Committees,” 8; SNB, City of Moncton Assessment Act: 1921, c. 56, s. 3(1); 1924, c. 55, s. 4; 1936, c. 88, s. 1; SNB, 1936, Act Consolidating Acts re City of Moncton, amended, c. 87, s.s. 3, 6.
58 Synoptic Report, 1936, “Appendix – Report of the Proceedings of Committees,” 8; SNB, City of Moncton Assessment Act: 1921, c. 56, s. 3(1); 1924, c. 55, s. 4; 1936, c. 88, s. 1.
59 SNB, 1926, Saint John City Assessment Act, c. 73, s. 4.
that local taxes could genuinely be a burden on the poor. I have examined a broad sample of the records of the Saint John city council’s Appeals Committee and Board of Revision from the 1880s to the 1930s. These records provide many examples of how annual tax bills of as little as $6 or $7 dollars could lead to threatening visits from the city marshall, whose job it was to collect these debts. Before 1918, the granting of appeals for relief from taxes was largely discretionary. As I have shown in some detail elsewhere, Saint John’s councillors in the pre-suffrage era were more willing to relieve women than men from all of their taxes. In a sample of 132 appeals in 1910 for relief on grounds of inability to pay, 30.3 per cent of the appellants (counting both male and female) were relieved of all arrears. But of the eleven women in that sample, nine (81.8 per cent of the female appellants) were granted full relief. Men were usually expected to pay at least their poll tax, on the basis of which they could vote. Women did not yet have either that tax obligation or that civil right, and so the councillors did not hold them to even a minimal standard of citizenship obligation.

Tax appeal records from 1935 suggest that a chivalric, welfarist logic continued to dominate in the treatment of women’s linked rights and obligations as taxpayers, even in the post-suffrage era. Comparing the results of appeals by widows and spinsters in 1935 to those in 1910, we can see the same chivalric bias, partly based in the continuing presence in the law of a “female” exemption and partly in continuing discretionary enforcement, based on the assumption of women’s more restricted economic options.

The cases of widows and spinsters who were assessed for real estate taxes show how close to the bone these women lived. They found themselves asking for tax relief because the unemployment crisis had deprived them of the rental income from their properties. In working-class neighbourhoods, rents tended to be $10 to $15 a month, usually from one or two tenants in flats or rooms in the subdivided houses where these widows or single women lived. When the tenants were paying, this meant a typical annual revenue, if the landlady had two tenants, of $240 to $360 a year. This was often her only income. The “female” exemption from property tax on $5,000 of assessed value enjoyed by the widows and spinsters was worth $200 as a reduction of tax payable, enough to keep in the landlady’s hands a substantial proportion of the small income that she derived from owning a modest property. Even if this exemption left

60 Saint John Municipal Records, Common Council files, RS 427, Provincial Archives of New Brunswick (PANB). The sample consists of appeals committee reports from the years of 1880, 1885, 1890, 1895, 1900, 1906, 1910, and 1914 for the months of March, June, July, August, and October as well as Saint John County Council records, RS 156, ser. C2(e)2, PANB: 1926, 1930, and 1935 for same months, with the exception of 1935, when the volume of appeals was such that the months of March, June, July, and August alone yielded over 200 cases. The months were chosen to include a pre-election month, a post-election month that fell before the annual tax payment date, and two months following the annual tax payment date (which fell sometime between July and September). The tax appeals records in RS 427 for 1915-25 could not be located, and the series of Board of Revision ledgers that cover Saint John city cases in RS 156 only begins in 1926.

61 Tillotson, “The Bugbear of Direct Taxation”; Tillotson, “Paying the Price of Citizenship.”

62 The exempt portion of the value of widows’ and spinsters’ real estate had been $2,000 in the 1918 statute, when the tax rate was in the neighbourhood of two per cent; it was raised to $5,000 in 1932, when the tax rate was roughly four per cent. See SNB: Saint John Assessment Act, 1918, c. 73, s. 7(6); 1932, c. 53, s. 1. The dollar value of the benefit at the 1935 tax rate is taken from cases in the Board of Revision records; see Board of Revision ledger, 1935-36, RS 156, vol. C2(e)2, PANB.
her owing taxes (and some of these widow and spinster appellants did owe amounts ranging from $85 to $125), most were afforded some further relief, either by the board accepting partial payment in place of the full amount owing, or at least by the board recommending that the case “be not pressed” or that the notice of sale be cancelled. It was not difficult, apparently, for the board to accept the assertions, recorded in several of these cases, that the rental income from these inherited properties was the women owners’ only means and that reduction or loss of that income during the unemployment crisis made them simply unable to pay taxes.63

These female owners of real estate enjoyed their municipal franchise as payers of tax related to property. Unlike female wage earners, they were not assessed a poll tax. When, in the face of massive tax default during the depths of the Depression, the local state considered severing temporarily the link between property taxpaying and voting rights, the voting rights of this group of women property owners were ignored. Labour leader James Whitebone challenged the city’s 1933 proposal to allow property owners to vote regardless of having unpaid taxes on their account. He rightly pointed out that the measure still required non-property owners to pay their poll tax every year in order to vote and that the city’s proposal was therefore a repugnant class measure.64 But Whitebone entirely disregarded the interest in citizenship held by those women whose only tax obligation (and therefore their only claim to a place on the voters’ list) was based in small property ownership. Nor did the city council’s appeals committee care much about women property owners’ voting rights. When they decided, chivalrously, to allow some women to be relieved of all taxes or to be “not pressed” to pay the ones they owed, the city fathers were again, as they had before the suffrage victories of the ’teens, implying that these women’s voting rights were dispensable.

At the municipal level, then, women’s voting rights had begun to be extended in the interwar years. But at the municipal level, even more strongly than at the provincial or national level, the state was understood as a kind of corporation, where paying taxes was the equivalent of a membership fee, a service fee, or a stock price.65 Only by paying taxes did one acquire a vote in the affairs of the corporation. So long as women were distinctively exempted from tax obligations, because of their distinctively limited economic agency, they had no vote, and so therefore a limited voice in the business of the town. While Ella Murray was rejoicing in women’s increased voice in national politics, women’s right to political voice at the municipal level was still in a murky and muddled state. The expansion of women’s taxpaying met with chivalric objections and concessions, but the need for a larger revenue base for municipalities was clear and that need to increase taxable capacity helped to

underpin the gradual removal of women’s twinned exemption from municipal responsibilities and their exclusion from municipal voting rights.

Remaking the tax regime: politics and democracy, 1920-1949

Removing women’s tax exemptions at the municipal level was hardly going to solve the problem of raising adequate revenue that the Maritime provinces faced in the interwar years. Nonetheless, the small steps toward collecting the female poll tax and including women’s wages in New Brunswick’s definition of taxable income were symbolic of the larger project that governments at all level were engaged in during the interwar years: remaking the tax regime so that revenue matched spending responsibilities. To understand what kind of voice women had in tax questions, it is important to recognize that the process of making tax policy was changing. In the interwar years, the making of tax policy was dominated by partisan and regional politics. But frustrations were building in many quarters and, in response, two other styles of policy-making were about to take on new importance. One was a technical liberalism, forcefully articulated during the 1930s. It offered little by way of an opening to women’s participation, except in so far as a few women were economists, accountants, and tax lawyers. The other, a democratic style, emerged during the war. It was more open to popular opinion, and thus to a diversity of women’s voices.

The years from 1920 to 1937 saw more-or-less constant negotiating between the provincial governments in the Maritimes and the dominion government about taxes and subsidies. The view of dominion officials was that the Maritime provinces had created their own problems by unwise expenditure or were failing to tax at a reasonable level. These provinces, as became well known over the course of the Maritime Rights movement, were reluctant to impose higher taxes since they regarded higher dominion subsidies as their due. The question of taxable capacity became highly politicized, both in partisan and regional ways, in the course of these stalemated federal-provincial discussions. To address this stalemate and other apparently intractable issues in the nation’s tax “system,” a royal commission on taxation was promised and, in 1937, the commission, entitled the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations – popularly known as the Rowell-Sirois Commission – began its investigation.66

The promise of the Rowell-Sirois Commission was that experts could fix what politicians had fouled up.67 With proper research, the state could know who could pay what kinds of taxes, and the determination of taxable capacity would no longer be a matter of opinion or relative political power among regions or parties. The commission’s description of the country’s taxation practices was as blistering as Ella Murray’s had been, but for a different reason. While she had excoriated the lack of
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66 Reference to a motion from Hamilton’s City Council to request that the prime minister include municipal taxation in the terms of the “Royal Commission on Taxation,” NCW Yearbook: 1937 (65).
67 The theme of “politics” (both ideology and partisanship) as the enemy of good solutions to economic problems ran as a thread through the proceedings of the commission, as Jessica Squires shows in “Creating Hegemony: Consensus by Exclusion in the Rowell-Sirois Commission,” Studies in Political Economy, 81 (2008): 159-90. See also Doug Owram, The Government Generation: Canadian Intellectuals and the State, 1900-1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986), chap. 9.
principle in tax policy, the Rowell-Sirois report blamed a lack of expertise. In the view of the commissioners, the main injustices of taxation in Canada were the result of revenue policy that had been made (by politicians) on the basis of short-term expedience rather than on sound tax theory: “It would be hard,” the commissioners concluded, “to apply any canon to the intricate mass of taxation which exists in Canada today.” Worse still, the investigation of tax incidence was at so rudimentary a level of development in Canada that “it is . . . impossible to say with confidence what weight of taxation any one taxpayer bears.”

The meaning of this observation for democracy was clear, if unfortunate: the commissioners concluded that “the ultimate consequences of taxation may be so obscure that it is quite futile to rely on the taxpayers themselves making known through their parliamentary representatives the full effects of the tax.” The political stalemate, in their view, was the result of inadequate research. Neither individual citizens nor politicians had the ability to know the effects of tax policy; only special experts, with skills in scientific data-gathering about recondite phenomena such as the multiplier effect, could judge the effects of taxation. On the basis of this analysis, the Rowell-Sirois report proposed that a cadre of social science experts should undertake tax reform. The voice of the people, and women’s voices in particular (judging from the condescending treatment accorded women witnesses at the Rowell-Sirois hearings), had little to do with their thinking on tax policy.

Then the war hit. Regionalist arguments were sidelined (though not silenced). In 1941, the federal government temporarily took control of income taxes, both municipal and provincial, across the country and, in July 1942, federal Finance Minister (and Kentville, Nova Scotia, lawyer) J.L. Ilsley proposed in his budget speech Canada’s first national, mass-based income tax. For the first time, the Canadian government would require all but the very poorest of its citizens to pay a direct tax on their income. The bartering and badgering of fiscal federalism was, for the war’s duration, no longer central to tax policy. Instead, the multitude of new taxpayers focused the federal government’s interest on the voice of ordinary citizens. Collecting income tax in any era requires a high level of voluntary compliance, if collecting and enforcement are not to be prohibitively expensive. The mass income tax therefore sharpened Ilsley’s ear in listening to the voices of the people.

Ilsley and his tax advisors guessed that, somewhere out there among the masses, there were enough small sums collectible via an income tax to make a difference in the enormous and daunting task of financing the war. And, indeed, personal income tax collections grew to be the single largest revenue source other than borrowing during the war years. The 1942 collections were over five times what the pre-war income tax had produced, and by the end of the war the federal personal income tax yielded seven times more, as a percentage of GDP, than had that tax in 1939 (its best pre-war year). Broadening the base (as well as raising the rates) had indeed shown

that there was unused taxable capacity in Canada. Women formed a significant part of that untapped pool of prospective taxpayers: more than ever before, their small pay packets and modest retirement incomes or widow’s pensions came within the reach of the taxman. In this kind of policy environment, the voices of housewives and ordinary working women had weight.

The tax contributions required by the 1942 income tax stretched many Canadians’ household budgets to what they felt was the breaking point. And because of this strain, many taxpayers looked closely at the exemptions and thresholds in the tax statute to see if the burden was indeed being distributed fairly and imposed realistically. In the correspondence files of the finance minister, his senior officials, and other federal politicians, there is a host of letters written in July 1942 and afterwards to inform the nation’s leaders of problems with the new personal income tax. Among the writers of those letters, women raised particular concerns. Two of the most commonly reiterated had to do with the problems that the new tax regime represented for widows and other single women and also for married women workers. Two examples from the Maritimes will illustrate the impact on these women of the 1942 war income tax. They wrote, not to express regional grievances, but to explain their own personal hardships.

One letter came from Mrs. Augusta Gertrude Griffin of Woodstock, New Brunswick. Mrs. Griffin’s letter to Ilsley, signed A.G. Griffin and written shortly after Ilsley delivered his war tax budget in July 1942, is remarkable for its depth, its literacy, and its combination of affecting personal detail and sharp sociological analysis. Its author, born in 1881, was from one of Woodstock’s leading business and political families: her father, H.A. Connell, had been the town’s mayor during her youth. As a young woman she had travelled the world; likely, she took a university degree at the turn of the century. It is easy to imagine her as having been a New Woman, even though she was born and raised in a rural New Brunswick town, far from centres of cultural ferment like Greenwich Village. She married relatively late, at 33, becoming in 1914 the second wife of a widowed, 40-year-old American physician, Dr. Thomas W. Griffin. She also became a stepmother to two teenaged girls and, 19 years later, Dr. Griffin’s widow. In 1942, when she wrote to Ilsley, she introduced herself as speaking for older single women living in “the lower [income] brackets.” Though she owned a substantial house, her income may well have been, as she claimed, modest. Her husband had been a popular doctor in Woodstock for 30 years, but small town doctors were often far from wealthy.

Augusta Griffin had two points to make about Ilsley’s 1942 budget. She asked that single women homeowners be allowed the same amount of tax exemption as were married men and that investment income derived from an estate (the widow’s basic

72 A.G. Griffin, 22 July 1942, RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, LAC.

73 The creation of this biographical context was possible only through the generous and expert help of librarian Greg Campbell, of Woodstock’s L.P. Fisher Memorial Library, and Woodstock genealogist and historian of early New Brunswick R. Wallace Hale. As a boy, Hale had been a neighbour of Mrs. Griffin and was able to tell me a good deal about her family and persona; Campbell sent digital copies of a number of useful documents from the Fisher Library collection. This article draws mainly on the following items: Harold Bonnell Research cards, “Augusta Gertrude (“Gussie”) Connell,” and “Sudden Death of Dr. T.W. Griffin,” Carleton Sentinel, 8 February 1933, clipping. I thank Shannon Risk for introducing me to Hale and Campbell.
income) be allowed the same level of exemption as wage or salary income. These points hardly seem the material for an emotionally charged text, yet Mrs. Griffin made them so. Depicting herself as struggling to stay off the “charity rolls” or government support, she argued that the tax exemptions she asked for would help “we lone women over 50” to “maintain the one thing left them, their independence. For that, no matter how we carry on, is all that is left us, but our memories.”74

She made her case for the first point – that single women as homeowners should be able to claim a married exemption – by arguing first for the value of homeownership to the community. The homeowning widow paid property taxes and employed labour to maintain her home. Second, she pointed to the ways in which war conditions had combined with the normal challenges of widowhood to make the expenses of homeowning similar to the expenses of maintaining a dependent wife. In the absence of a husband, the older single woman had to pay wages to have her firewood chopped, coal shovelled into her furnace, storm windows installed, and home repairs done. The wartime labour market meant that she had now to pay higher wages for this help. Third, both her house and the investments on which a (middle class) widow lived were the results of thrift, which saved government the cost of supporting widows who would otherwise be dependent. Allowing some of her income to be exempt (as some of earned income was) would enable her to survive on the basis of this thrift, rather than force her to ask for charity. Finally, she claimed that those who feared having to give up their homes in order to balance their budgets were the “smallest class” of taxpayers, so that exempting more of their income and thus collecting fewer tax dollars from them could have no appreciable effect on the war effort.75

A point that she did not make, but which might well have helped fire her indignation, was that until the 1932 tax year a widow had been able, in fact, to claim an equivalent-to-married exemption as a householder if in her home she employed a full-time servant. From 1932, entitlement to this exemption was narrowed, becoming claimable only by those widows and widowers whose home sheltered a dependant, not an employee. Still, for the federal income tax’s first 15 years, the statute recognized being a householder, whether married or not, as entitling the taxpayer to amounts ranging from $1,200 to $2,000 in exempt income, in addition to the basic individual exemption. Given housekeepers’ wages, three-quarters of that extra, untaxed income would have been available for homeownership expenses rather than spent on a housekeeper’s pay.76 Looking back, some might wonder why a sturdy 61-year-old should not have been expected to chop her own wood or shovel her own coal. Working-class widows of her community no doubt did much or all of such work themselves. But if we accept Mrs. Griffin’s assumption that doing this work herself was impossible, then it follows that owning a home on her own was genuinely like

74 A.G. Griffin, 22 July 1942, RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, LAC.
75 A.G. Griffin, 22 July 1942, RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, LAC.
76 Records of the Department of National Revenue, RG 16, vol. 1006, Dominion of Canada Income Tax return forms, T.1 (for individuals other than farmers and ranchers) forms, 1931, 1932, 1933, LAC. According to one Toronto widow, listing her household expenses in 1942-43, the wages she paid a housekeeper to care for her home and child were only $5 a week, or $240 a year; see Ethel Denning to J.L. Ilsley, 17 January 1943, RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, LAC.
Concerning her point about investment income, Mrs. Griffin’s arguments pointed to problems that were also linked to her particular generational and gender experience. Before making her case about investment income, she first insisted that older women wanted to earn their living but were constrained by employers’ prejudices. “Trained women,” she asserted, were being “barred” from employment on the grounds of age. Other older women without specific training found that they could not compete with the “manual dexterity” of younger women. “We lone women who are over 50 who are able to work ask for it,” she concluded, before asking on behalf of those who could not work the tax exemptions that would enable them to keep their homes or to survive independently in rooming houses. Worth noting here are the limits of the wartime market for women’s labour; as Jennifer Stephen has pointed out, discrimination against older women was indeed a problem that employment experts sought to correct in the labour mobilization efforts of the Second World War. In 1942, the independent, twenty-something New Woman of 1910 found herself, now in her fifties, regarded as too old to be hirable. Independence, once a brave political stand, had become an elusive personal goal. Age combined with gender to limit economic options. But Augusta Griffin, a middle-aged, middle-class woman raised in late-Victorian, rural New Brunswick, nonetheless thought it reasonable to assume that single older women would indeed prefer to work rather than depend on relatives. “Many older people feel they should not live with their children except in cases of dire necessity,” she wrote. “They feel it is not fair to youth. They try to adapt themselves to the times.”

To enable such women to keep their home, or at least to live “like a good sport” in a boarding house, Mrs. Griffin urged that the income war tax treat investment income in ways that acknowledged the fact that, under difficult conditions, her generation had provided for women’s old age through thrift. She pointed out that rising expenses that resulted from the wartime economy meant it was growing more difficult for some widows to get by on the income from their investments. The strain on widows’ resources was compounded by the fact that many had debts from the 1930s that now needed to be paid. Investment returns had also dropped. And, most importantly for Griffin’s point about taxation, income from annuities that had been designed to support a widow in her old age were now subject to a four per cent surtax on unearned income

77 Other women from elsewhere in the country, either unmarried, widowed, or carrying on alone without a husband, also wrote to Ilsley to argue that their expenses as homeowners warranted their being granted an equivalent-to-married householder exemption; see, for example, Matilda Dunbar to Ilsley, 18 July 1942; Mary Dunkley to Ilsley, 14 January 1943; Gladys Ell to Ilsley, 23 July 1942; Dorothy Greensmith to Ilsley, 16 July 1942, RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, LAC. In making this case, they were echoing a position discussed by the Ottawa Council of Women and presented at the National Council of Women annual meeting in 1938; see NCW Yearbook: 1938 (244). A widowed man wrote with the same message, as part of a public talk he gave on the problems of the new income tax rules; see Dr. John Dearness, “Taxation Troubles,” RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, pp. 4-5, LAC. The question was also discussed in the House of Commons, but only with respect to whether childless widowers should be allowed to claim a fixed dependant’s deduction if they employed a housekeeper in order to maintain their home; see Canada, House of Commons Debates, 13 July 1944, p. 4821.
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(albeit with $1,500 of such income exempt from the surtax, though not from the general tax). Moreover, as prices rose, workers’ purchasing power was preserved by cost-of-living bonuses while those living on investment income saw their margin of security shrink. And, as Griffin pointed out, tax policies targeted unearned income treated widows and older single women unfairly as rentier parasites. She argued that older women who were surviving on the property accumulated by husbands, fathers, or by their own “individual effort” were not simply dependants or privileged idlers, but were making contributions as mothers, householders, and community volunteers. The notion that their investment income was somehow less worthy of tax exemption than was wage or salary income seemed wrong to Augusta Griffin.\(^\text{80}\)

It also seemed wrong to Edith Lang, the National Council of Women’s tax committee convenor during the Second World War. In 1941, commenting on that year’s revisions to the Income War Tax Act, Lang remarked “the greatly extended tax on investment income,” which was “in principle, a fair tax,” should have continued to be structured so that “widows and people over 60” were exempted.\(^\text{81}\) Though Griffin had not been active in the NCW, it is not surprising that the issues she raised in her letter to Ilsley about tax exemptions for widow’s retirement funds were also expressed nationally by Lang and the NCW. Threats to the well-being of widows were threats to the viability of the breadwinner/housewife marriage, an institution that Canada’s maternal feminists stoutly supported. Only if women were provided for by husbands, post mortem as during the husband’s lifetime, would a housewife’s sacrifice of her economic independence during marriage be regarded as fair and practical. Criticism of how widows were treated in the federal tax regime thus remained a frequent theme in the NCW’s tax critiques from the late 1930s through to the final abolition of the Dominion Succession Duty Act in 1969.\(^\text{82}\) In the short term, critiques such as Mrs. Griffin made in 1942 were used in 1945 by a royal commission to justify tax breaks for widows’ annuities – measures that were quickly implemented.\(^\text{83}\) In the campaigns concerning the taxation of widows’ resources, women in the Maritimes played no distinctive role; but because the elderly as a percentage of the Maritime region’s population was already noticeably growing during the 1950s, the tax treatment of older women would have had specific practical meaning in the region.\(^\text{84}\)

Just as widows across the country were worried about their personal income tax
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80 A.G. Griffin, 22 July 1942, RG 19, vol. 452, file 111-14E, LAC.
82 This is a repeated theme in the NCW Yearbook reports of the Economics and Taxation Committee and various resolutions from 1938 onward; see, for example, NCW Yearbook: 1951 (72-4), 1952 (56-7), and esp. motion passed concerning succession duties – 1958 (70-1). See also National Council of Women of Canada, Brief to the Royal Commission on Taxation (Ottawa, ON: s.n.1963) as well as Royal Commission on the Status of Women, Report (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1970), 307. In 1963, briefs to the Royal Commission on Taxation, the Canadian Business and Professional Women, and the Canadian Federation of University Women expressed similar concerns about the treatment of widows. For the larger context of the NCW’s efforts, see Tillotson, “Family as Tax Dodge,” 400-7.
84 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1961 Census of Canada, vol. VII, pt. 1, Bulletin 7.1-4, Age and Sex Composition, 4-17-4-18. At 10.4 per cent, the elderly (65+) as a segment of PEI’s population was the highest of any Canadian province.
problems, so, too, were the tax increases faced by married working mothers a widespread preoccupation. Married women who were earning a wage doing war work featured prominently among the finance minister’s correspondents. Margaret Gillespie of West Saint John was typical in the complaint she raised, though her style of writing was unique. Mrs. Gillespie was a telegraph operator, and consequently was a woman of distinctively few words. Explaining her reasons for being employed, she wrote “personally feel should be working considering the great shortage of experienced telegraph operators at present time.” In 1941, she had gone back to her pre-war job as a telegrapher for the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). She had previously been at home, raising her young children, before she patriotically decided to help with the CPR’s shortage of operators (who were essential workers in the railway system). Now, she told Ilsley, her husband had to pay the wages of a “full time housekeeper” to care for their two children, aged six and twelve. She pointed out that she was being taxed 28 per cent of her earnings, which she felt was “excessive under circumstances and [made working] hardly worth the effort involved.” She also said that her being employed had increased her husband’s taxation. Ilsley was able to reply that, while her working had indeed increased her husband’s tax bill in 1941, the 1942 budget now allowed Mr. Gillespie to keep his married man’s exemption. Between them the couple would therefore have $360 more in tax exempt income than they had had in 1941, all of it applied to the calculation of her husband’s taxable income. Depending on what that did to Mr. Gillespie’s income bracket, having this additional income exempted would reduce his tax bill by $100 to $170 a year or about $15 a month. Nonetheless, however small the amount, and admitting that the higher rates of the 1942 budget meant that Mr. Gillespie would still be paying more than he had in 1939, Ilsley pointed out that the government had attempted to take into account the concerns of women in Mrs. Gillespie’s position.

With other women also writing to Ilsley in more aggressive terms about how much they resented having their newfound war-work wages taken as taxes (as well as paying for child care and housekeeping costs), it is easy to understand why tax policy was adjusted to help them cope. Even as a symbolic gesture, the special tax exemption seemed essential for recruiting and keeping married women in war work. But with the dollar value of the tax exemption not all that high, these women war workers must themselves have faced the harsh realities of wartime labour markets as they attempted to find housekeepers. In Nova Scotia, and probably elsewhere in the Maritimes, newspaper ads solicited women to move en masse to Ontario to work in war industries. A letter to the editor of the Halifax Chronicle protested that these ads reflected “the . . . centralization of war effort in Upper Canada,” which was leading to “the emigration of Nova Scotia’s woman power to what looks like green fields far away.” Working mothers looking for inexpensive child care in the Maritimes in these circumstances were caught between conflicting branches of the government’s employment policy, being invited to work and help with the war but also having to compete with war industries for female labour. In larger industrial centres in Ontario and Quebec, publicly funded child day care centres provided part of a solution; Mrs.

85 The estimated savings are based on his earnings having likely been between $2,400 and $4,000 a year.
Gillespie’s situation in Saint John suggests what was likely a more common, and probably more expensive, type of arrangement in the Maritimes.

Meanwhile, even the small concession that the Department of Finance made to help meet the challenges of combining patriotic war work and family responsibilities came under attack. Some married men did the arithmetic and decided that childless married couples were getting an unfairly sweet deal. One suggested that rather than giving husbands who were not yet fathers a tax exemption, the women in childless married couples should be conscripted to work.87 And single professional women and widows wondered why childless couples with two incomes should have a greater part of their joint income exempt, just because they were married. After all, single women had houses and sometimes dependent relatives as well.88

Whether as wives, widows, or spinsters, women in the Maritimes along with other Canadians found that the assumptions about families and households that were built into the 1942 wartime income tax statute sometimes fit very awkwardly with the real relationships of cost and contribution in their lives as members of families, kin networks, and communities. In 1942, an editorial writer at the Herald praised Ilsley’s finance department for trying to accommodate these variations: “For the first time in our reading, observation and experience, there is a disposition at Ottawa to consider the peculiar case of the individual taxpayer and to make ‘new types of adjustments’ accordingly.”89 But doing so was fraught with difficulty. By 1944, Ilsley confessed confidentially to a Nova Scotian colleague: “Income tax exemptions of any particular class give the Government more trouble than almost anything else.” Responding to his colleague’s very appealing suggestion for an increased exemption for older war veterans, Ilsley, rather tiredly, pointed out “we are continually considering and trying to deal in an equitable manner with such claims but, as you will appreciate, it will be completely impossible to convert our Income War Tax Act into a mosaic of exemptions of one kind and another.”90 Like Drayton after the First World War, Ilsley felt empowered to talk tough to taxpayers. Claims of personal hardship could always be countered by the argument that if for lack of resources the war should be lost, no one’s life would be worth living.91

Still, protest on the part of female taxpayers was not futile, either during the Second World War or in the 30 previous years that have been examined in this article. Women’s voices were among those that helped reverse the badly designed, offensively promoted, and awkwardly administered luxury tax after the First World
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War. During the interwar years, as entrepreneurs or as collateral victims of illegal booze businesses, women helped to produce the high cost of tax collection that became part of the case for more liberal liquor regulation. At the local level, the link between voting and taxpaying meant that revenue-hungry municipalities were pressured to include “the weaker sex” among those obliged to help “finance the town” and thus, also, to confer on them a vote in municipal business. And, in 1946, one of the widows’ income tax concerns had been addressed by a royal commission, and the federal government had rapidly implemented changes to income tax treatment of estates. Ella Murray might well have been gratified that some women in the Maritimes, and elsewhere in Canada, were taking their citizenship seriously, learning to understand taxes and to protest against those they found unjust. She herself never gave up: as late as 1946, when she was over 80 years of age, she was one of the hundreds of Canadians who wrote to the prime minister to call for the cancellation of the wartime excise tax on soft drinks.  

Gender norms and the diverse organization of families are thus implicated in the relations of extraction – that complex web of connections between taxation practices and the various rights and obligations of citizenship. Paying taxes played a part in wage earning, budgeting, saving, supporting dependants, contributing to the nation’s wars, helping to pay unemployment relief, claiming support from the state, preserving class status, and other matters. And in all of these there were particular women’s positions and problems. That no one wants to pay taxes is supposedly a universal truth. But perhaps it is not entirely so. For some women who aspired to full participation in the public affairs of their day, paying their share of taxes was not only a matter of principle, but also a means to gaining full civil rights as voters. Others, who resisted paying, did so not just to save a few dollars from “the government” but to make their entire living by way of tax evasion. They (or sometimes the breadwinners who supported them) used the controversial, increasingly discredited, customs and excise taxes as the means to survive (if precariously). This was hardly good citizenship, but it was a kind of political and economic agency that allowed them to cope in an unfair world that, from their disadvantaged position, they could not change.

Very little of this web of connections between taxation, gender, and citizenship was simply or solely a feature of life in the Maritimes. But much of it had some particular configuration or significance because of geographic, demographic, or institutional features of these provinces and cities, council rooms, and coastlines. It seems that the struggles of governments in the region to raise revenue produced circumstances that both incited women to tax evasion and expanded their municipal enfranchisement. Perhaps the disadvantages of the wartime labour market or the more elderly population in the region made the wartime income tax protests sampled in this article resonate in locally distinctive ways. Quite likely, American influences such as those that shaped Ella Murray’s interests helped to highlight some particular tax questions in the region. Finally, in the history of this region, the story told here draws our attention to the relative absence of women’s voices in the tax and transfer politics
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of the Maritime Rights movement as compared with the more consumption-focused tax politics of wartime, in which women’s voices were clearly audible. These conclusions about what is specific to the Maritime region in the 20th-century popular experience of taxation are tentative because so little is known about this aspect of the past elsewhere in Canada. Provisional though these findings are, they are offered here in the hope that they can serve as points of comparison for future research on the social and cultural history of taxation in 20th-century Canada.